An Ethics Drought An Ethics Drought
In recent years scandals of ethical malfeasance In recent years, scandals of ethical malfeasance have permeated business, political, and religious organizations (Hakim & Rashbaum, 2008; g ( , ; Eichenwald, 2005; Goodstein, & Stanley, 2002) .
In the wake of this misconduct, colleges and In the wake of this misconduct, colleges and universities have been called upon to further engage their students in discussions and i th t l i f thi l experiences that explore issues of ethical character development Mangan 2003 Mangan, 2003 ).
An Ethical Drought An Ethical Drought
Addressing this is a far more complex task Addressing this is a far more complex task than originally anticipated Several factors play into this challenge, p y g , including: Dalton, 1999) .
I tit ti
f hi h d ti h Institutions of higher education have a responsibility to society to produce students who are not only experts in a students who are not only experts in a particular academic discipline, but who are also ethical and astute citizens of the world also ethical and astute citizens of the world (Kelly, 2006; Rost, 1995) .
The Role of Higher Institutions The Role of Higher Institutions
Many researchers have characterized institutional practices within higher education as being models for learned ethical behavior as being models for learned ethical behavior (Stewart, 2007; Sullivan & Cunningham, 2006; Procario-Foley & Bean, 2002 ). 2006 Procario Foley & Bean, 2002) .
The Role of Higher Education The Role of Higher Education
Higher education provides an atmosphere that Higher education provides an atmosphere that facilitates ethical development in students This is due to the ample opportunities such as:
Diverse group discussion and interaction Ethics education F lt / t d t t hi Faculty/student mentorship General intellectual stimulation Given that many future leaders and thinkers will Given that many future leaders and thinkers will come from higher education backgrounds, it remains of the upmost importance to instill a strong ethical foundation in our students.
The Role of Student Affairs The Role of Student Affairs
Student affairs professionals can create Student affairs professionals can create environments which facilitate ethical growth This is done by exposing students to a variety y p g y of situations that allow for ethical standards to be developed and shared By engaging in structured workshops which allow students to discuss their assumptions d i I h i and perspectives. In these environments: 
fi iti i i t d d hi h A working definition is introduced, which was
developed by the committee A case study is then presented that is A case study is then presented that is appropriate to the students' positions E.g., if students in the session are members of E.g., if students in the session are members of the student government, the case study would entail a scenario involving a student in student government
Ethics Rank Order Exercise Ethics Rank Order Exercise
Students are given an exercise in which they Students are given an exercise in which they must rank 10 statements in order from least ethical to most ethical Statements were developed by the committee and reflect everyday ethical decisions the students encounter After completion, students are asked to share h h k d hi h d l d what they ranked highest and lowest, and how they came to these conclusions with the rest of the group rest of the group Looking on someone's test for help with an Looking on someone s test for help with an answer. Playing a joke on a friend and he/she gets Playing a joke on a friend, and he/she gets slightly hurt. Hiding a book in the library so no one else Hiding a book in the library so no one else can find it except for you. Downloading music from online that you did g y not pay for Lying to a police officer when asked for more y g p information.
Which of the following is the most egregious? g g g 
Developing Strategies for Ethical Behavior Developing Strategies for Ethical Behavior
Four strategies were created to help students Four strategies were created to help students engage in positive ethical decision making
The strategies were written on a small, wallet g , sized card and handed out to students The strategies are as follows:
Is it legal? Is it fair? How will it make me feel about myself? To whom do I go for guidance? g g
Ethical Role Models and Ethical Codes Ethical Role Models and Ethical Codes
Students discuss who their ethical role models are. 
Consequences of Unethical Behavior
A discussion is facilitated about why these ethical codes are important
The consequences of someone not living up to these expectations is also discussed to these expectations is also discussed
Student/Group Case Study Revisited
A revisiting of the ethical issues brought forth A revisiting of the ethical issues brought forth in the case study shown at the start of the session Facilitator asks questions about how students: 
